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• Also called “FCP” or “MSK (musculoskeletal) 
FCP”

• Physiotherapists by background

• Working in GP surgeries

• Seeing patients with bone, joint or muscle 
problems without the need for a GP referral first

• 20 minute appointments to assess you, and start 
a management plan with you

• (They don’t then provide a course of 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The project is in it’s early stages, so it will be some time before everyone in Islington will be able to benefit from it.(They don’t then provide a course of physiotherapy)This means that they don’t follow up by seeing you every week for 8 weeks to do physiotherapy with you. We aren’t trying to replace the existing system for this, which is based at Whittington Health and is what you’ve just heard about from Nadine. We don’t have the space or capacity to provide this in primary care right now. The aim of this project is to get you seen sooner by the right person, so that you can start getting better quicker.********How does this work?You might have fallen at work a few weeks ago and twisted your knee. You’ve done all the usual things- applied ice, taken some paracetamol, and rested, but things aren’t getting better.Usually, your next step might be to call for a GP appointment, to discuss the problem with someone like me!If your GP practice has a First Contact Physiotherapist in their team, when you call to book your GP appointment and tell the receptionist that you have hurt your knee, they might offer you an appointment directly with the FCP instead. Depending on how urgent your problem is, and what their availability is like, you might get an appointment on the same day, or within a few weeks, just like seeing your GP.You haven’t needed to wait to talk to your GP about the problem, but it will all be recorded on your notes at the practice in the normal way, so that your team are aware.
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• Best-suited person to see you, first time

• More time than a GP, likely to have a shorter wait 
too

• If needed, the FCP will still have access to all the 
things a GP does:

• ordering tests
• referring you to the hospital or physiotherapy 

service
• prescriptions for painkillers
• certificates for time off work

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are lots of benefits to having a First Contact Physiotherapist based at your practice, but here are some of the main ones:An FCP is the best-suited person to see you about a bone, muscle or joint person, and you get to see them first time, directlyBetter for you, as you are more likely to get the help and support you need straight away to start tackling the problemBetter for your neighbour, as what would have been your appointment with the GP about your knee has been saved, and there is an appointment left for them to talk to the GP about their anxiety, or headaches, or skin complaint a bit soonerFCPs have a little more time than a GP to spend with you, meaning the assessment can be more detailed, and hopefully will mean there is enough time to focus on giving you self-treatment advice, rather than just giving you a diagnosisIf needed, the FCP will still have access to all the things a GP does:ordering testsreferring you to the hospitalprescriptions for painkillerscertificates for time off work ….however it is worth saying that often lots of these things can be avoided altogether by giving you really high quality, expert guidance and exercises early on, which is exactly what a First Contact Physiotherapist is going to be best at.



Project So Far

• National scheme with 
very positive 
feedback from areas 
of early adoption

• 2 FCPs in North 
Islington

% would recommend this 
service to friends or family

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Like I mentioned earlier, we are only just starting up in Islington. However, this is a national scheme and there as been really positive feedback from patients who have seen an FCP in other areas across the country.96% of patients who have seen an FCP would recommend the service to their friends or familyAnd only 5% felt the need to consult their GP afterwards with the same problemOur Islington FCP project kicked off in December last year, and so far we have two FCPs working in the borough, both in the North PCN, which has been the first to invest.They each work half of the week as FCPs, one at The Village Practice and one at St John’s Way Medical Centre. The other half of their week, they continue their job at Whittington Health as physiotherapists in the service which Nadine has just spoken about, seeing patients who have been referred in by their GP or by self-referralWe are working hard to recruit more FCPs as we want the service to be wide reaching and for all patients to benefit from it eventually, but we are in our infancy! There is funding available, but it is shared across more than just this project and therefore in order to expand further we need to prove that the concept works, and of course that our patients like it and want it.



Thank you
Comments / Questions / Contact

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you very much for listening today. It would be great to hear from the group if any of you have had any experience in seeing a First Contact Physiotherapist at your GP surgery, and how that was. And if not, what your thoughts are on the concept in general of course. Including any questions- which I would be delighted to answer.If anyone would like to discuss the project further after today, I would be more than happy to be put in touch by Jeni.
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